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Introduction 53
The ability to accurately monitor and evaluate one's own behavioral performance is a 54 critical feature of our cognitive function. Recent studies have advanced our understanding of 55 the neural underpinnings of metacognitive ability, mainly with a focus on the perception and 56 memory domains. While ample neuroimaging and neuropsychological evidence from distinct 57 modalities convergently point to the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) being specifically 58 related to perceptual metacognition, including white matter (WM) fiber tracking [1] , 59 microstructural measures of WM concentration [2] , grey matter (GM) volume [1, 3] , task-60 related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [4] [5] [6] [7] , resting-state fMRI [8] , 61 neurophysiology [9, 10], and lesion-based studies [11] [12] [13] , our understanding of the neural 62 correlates of metacognition for memory is in contrast less conclusive. 63 Researchers have used a combination of objective memory task accuracy (usually from 64 recognition or forced-choice tasks, known as type 1 tasks) and subsequent subjective 65 confidence rating (type 2 tasks) to define successful decision making [14] , and have found the 66 memory-related signals and the confidence-related signals can diverge and might rely on two 67 largely independent processes [15] . Neurally, other investigations have implicated the 68 posterior parietal cortex in the subjective experiences and mnemonic metacognition of 69 memory contents [16] . Most notably, patients with lesions on the posterior parietal cortex 70 tend to show less confidence in their source recollection even though their type 1 task appears 71 to be executed as well as healthy controls [16, 17] , implying a critical role of the parietal 72 cortex in mnemonic metacognition [18] . It has also been shown that the medial parietal cortex 73 was particularly activated during confidence rating in memory tasks [6, 19] and that 74 individual differences in mnemonic metacognition ability to be correlated with resting-state 75 connectivity between the aPFC and the right precuneus [8] , as well as with variation in the 76 volume of the precuneus [3] . 77 In a previous paper [18] , we have confirmed the causal relevance of the precuneus in 78 mnemonic metacognition via inhibiting the normal functioning of the precuneus temporarily 79 6 Overview of study 106 Participants initially underwent a high-resolution structural MRI scan, which was used to 107 define subject-specific coordinates for subsequent sites of TMS and voxel-based 108 morphometry analysis and undertook a 7 min of resting-state fMRI scan, which was used for 109 subsequent functional connectivity analysis. The participants were asked to complete two 110 experimental sessions of a memory task. For each session of the memory part, participants 111 needed to play one video game (encoding phase, out of MRI scanner), and received 20 min of 112 rTMS (rTMS stimulation phase) before going to complete the memory retrieval task 113 conducted in MRI scanner (memory retrieval phase). The chapters of the video game and the 114 stimulation sites were counterbalanced across the two sessions ( Figure 1A Participants played 14 chapters in total across two sessions: 7 in session 1 and then another 7 132 in session 2. These subject-specific videos were recorded and were used for extraction of still 133 images in both sessions. 134 For the memory task, we selected still frames/images from the subject-specific recorded 135 videos in which participants had played the day before. Each second in the video consisted of 136 29.97 static images. In each game-playing session, 240 pairs of images were extracted from 137 the 7 chapters and were paired up for the task based on the following criteria: (1) the two 138 images had to be extracted from either the same chapters or adjacent chapters (Within-vs. 139 Across-chapter condition); (2) the temporal distance (TD) between the two images were 140 matched between Within-and Across-chapter condition; (3) in order to maximize the range of 141 TD, we first selected the second longest chapter of the video and determined the longest TD 142 according to a power function (power = 1.5). We generated 60 progressive levels of TD 143 among these pairs. For the perceptual task, we used the same set of subject-specific stimuli 144 generated for the memory task to rule out any potential stimuli idiosyncrasy. to the nasion and the inion ( Figure 1C ). To prepare the subject-image registration and 160 promote on-line processing of the neuronavigation system, four location information of each 161 subject's head were obtained manually by touching fiducial points, which are the tip of the 162 nose, the nasion, and the inter-tragal notch of each ear using an infrared pointer. 163 In each session, rTMS was delivered to either the precuneus or vertex site before the 164 participants engaged in performing the memory/perceptual tasks. rTMS was applied at low-165 frequency for a continuous duration of 20 min (1 Hz, 1,200 pulses in total) at 110% of active 166 motor threshold (MT), which was defined as the lowest TMS intensity delivered over the 167 motor cortex necessary to elicit visible twitches of the right index finger in at least 5 out of 10 168 consecutive pulses. The MT was measured prior to administering the stimulation (MT range: 169 57% -80%; mean ± sd: 68.28% ± 6.19%). During stimulation, participants wore earplugs to 170 attenuate the sound of the stimulating coil discharge. The coil was held to the scalp of the 171 participant with a custom coil holder and the subject's head was propped with a comfortable 172 position. Coil orientation was parallel to the midline with the handle pointing downward.
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Immediately after the 20 min of rTMS, subjects performed four blocks of memory retrieval 174 task inside MRI scanner. This particular stimulation magnitude and protocols of rTMS (low-175 frequency stimulation of 1 Hz) is known to induce efficacious intracortical inhibitory effects 176 for over 60 min [22, 23] . Given that each session of the memory/perceptual tasks lasted 177 approximately 45 min, the TMS effects should have been long-lasting enough for the tasks. 178 For safety reason and to avoid carry-over effects of rTMS across sessions, session 1 and 2 of 179 both tasks were conducted on two separate days. 
Memory task (temporal-order judgment, TOJ), perceptual task (image-resolution judgment), 182
and confidence ratings 183 The memory retrieval task required participants to choose the image that happened 184 earlier in the video game they had played one day before (temporal order judgment, TOJ). 185 The memory retrieval task was administrated inside an MRI scanner, where visual stimuli 186 were presented using E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA), 187 as back-projected via a mirror system to the participant. Each trial started by a temporal order 188 judgment in 5 s, and immediately followed by a confidence judgment within 3 s. 
MRI data acquisition 209
All the participants were scanned in a 3-Tesla Siemens Trio magnetic resonance imaging 210 scanner using a 32-channel head coil (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). 
Data analysis 218
Behavioral data analysis 219 We evaluated the metacognitive ability by Meta-d' using both memory performance and 220 confidence ratings data. Meta-d' quantifies metacognitive sensitivity (the ability to 221 discriminate between one's own correct and incorrect judgments) in a signal detection theory 222 
Trials missing either one of the measures (memory: 2.9% of TOJ trials, 2.2% confidence 240 rating; perception: 0.7% of perceptual trials) were excluded from the analyses. The 4-point 241 confidence ratings were collapsed into two categories (high vs. low) for analyses. 242
Task-based fMRI data analysis 243
Preprocessing was conducted using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ac.uk/spm). Scans were 244 realigned to the middle EPI image. The structural image was co-registered to the mean 245 functional image, and the parameters from the segmentation of the structural image were used 246 to normalize the functional images that were resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm. The realigned 247 normalized images were then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8-mm full-width half 248 maximum (FWHM) to conform to the assumptions of random field theory and improve 249 sensitivity for group analyses. Data were analyzed using general linear models as described were included as parameters of no interest. These events were modeled with a canonical 258 hemodynamic response function as an event-related response. To test the relationship 259 between the BOLD response and the behavioral meta-memory index (log M-ratio) across 260 subjects, single-subject contrast images were entered into a second-level random effects 261 analysis using one-sample t tests with log M-ratio as a covariate separately for two TMS 262
sessions (TMS-precuneus vs. TMS-vertex). 263
The activation clusters were defined by the peak voxels on the normalized structural 264 images and labeled using the nomenclature of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) [26] . Only 265 activation surviving multiple correction at the cluster-level FWE corrected p < 0.05 threshold 266 are reported below. 267
Resting-state functional connectivity analysis 268
A functional brain network was defined by a symmetric functional connectivity matrix 269 c=c(i,j), where each row(i)/column(j) of the matrix is a network node, and each matrix entry 270 c(i,j) is the weight of the network edge between node i and j. The connectivity matrices were 271 obtained through a series of preprocessing steps on both rs-fMRI and T1 data, implemented in 272
Python using a combination of fmriprep [ resampled to resting-state resolution, and the connectivity matrix calculated from the 291 correlation of the denoised signal between each pair of atlas regions. Finally, the connectivity 292 matrix entries were Fisher transformed. To remove spurious edges while ensuring consistent 293 edge density across subjects, a lenient wiring cost of 50% was applied to all connectivity 294 matrices which thus had half the total number of possible edges. 295 The edge length l(i,j) between two nodes was defined as the absolute inverse of the 296 associated weight c(i,j), so that strong (i.e., high) correlation corresponded to short (i.e., low) 297 length. We investigated in each hemisphere the hippocampus-precuneus (HP) connectivity 298 distance which was defined as the shortest path length between these two nodes (computed 299 using Dijkstra's method) [31] , that is the smallest sum of edge lengths among all the possible 300 paths connecting them. The resulting HP connectivity distance was averaged across 301
hemispheres. 302

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis 303
VBM preprocessing was performed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). 304 Following the similar protocol used in previous studies [1, 3] , the structural images were first 305 14 segmented into GM, WM and CSF in native space. For increasing the accuracy of inter-306 subject alignment, the GM images were aligned and wrapped to an iteratively improved 307 template using DARTEL algorithm, while simultaneously aligning the WM images [32] . The 308 DARTEL template was then normalized to MNI stereotactic space, and then GM images were 309 modulated in a way that their local tissue volumes were preserved. Finally, images were 310 smoothed using an 8 mm full-width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. 311
The pre-processed images were analyzed in a multiple regression model to examine the 312 relation between GM volume and difference in metacognitive efficiency between two TMS 313 sessions (TMS-precuneus > TMS-vertex). Proportional scaling was used to account for 314 volume variability in total intracranial volume across participants. A binary GM mask (> 0.3) 315 was used to exclude clusters outside the brain and limit the search volume to voxels likely to 316 contain GM. 317 We examined the positive and negative t-maps separately and identified clusters using an 318 uncorrected threshold of p < 0.001 at voxel-level. These clusters were used to define regions 
Results
324
Behavioral results 325 We first tested the hypothesis that TMS to the precuneus would reduce individual 326 metacognitive ability in the memory task. There was a trend reduction in individual 327 metacognitive efficiency in the TMS-precuneus session compared to the TMS-vertex session 328 (Log M-ratio: paired t-test t (17) = 1.63, one-tailed p = 0.061). The trend was replicated with 329 a SDT assumption free correlation measure computed by the association between the task 330 performances and subsequent confidence ratings (Phi correlation: t (17) = 1.68, one-tailed p = 331 15 0.055), and was confirmed by using another metacognitive efficiency measure, Meta-d' -d', 332 in our previous paper [18] . Moreover, we ascertained that there were no significant 333 differences in task performance and levels of confidence rating between the two TMS 334 sessions (accuracy: paired t-test t (17) = 0.349, p = 0.640; confidence rating: t (17) = 0.070, p 335 = 0.780). These results indicate that TMS to the precuneus specifically affected the individual 336 metacognitive ability, and that no detectable effect related to their basic memory performance 337 could be found. The correlation coefficient was significantly lower than that of the TMS-vertex session 363 (comparison between correlations: z = 2.36, p = 0.019; Figure 3B) . 364 In order to fully characterize this BOLD-behavior relationship in the TMS-vertex session, 365 we divided the volunteers into two subgroups using median split of meta-memory efficiency 366 score (HIGH vs. LOW meta-memory efficiency subgroup; n = 9 each) and ran a three-way Error bars denote the standard error of the mean (SEM) over participants. interpretation, the shorter the HP distance is, the stronger functional integration between 396 precuneus and hippocampus ( Figure 4A) . 397 We investigated the effect of TMS on the association between HP distance and the 398 change in meta-memory efficiency with a linear regression model, and a significant positive 399 correlation was found (Pearson's r = 0.49, p = 0.037, Figure 4B ). Individuals with higher 400 functional connectivity between precuneus and hippocampus showed higher vulnerability 401 after TMS to the precuneus, compared to the vertex (TMS-precuneus > TMS-vertex). In order 402 to show such effects to be specific to the memory domain, we also ran this correlational [15], our revelation that the precuneal density/volume is a robust predictor for individuals' 504 susceptibility might thus align with the possibility that participants with a bigger/denser 505 precuneus might have a larger "missed" portion of the precuneus that can remain functional to 506 serve to faithfully code the confidence-related signals. 507
Conclusions 508
Taken both functional and anatomical evidence together, our study capitalized on 509 individual variability to characterize the neuromodulatory effects of TMS during meta-510 mnemonic appraisal. Through several neuroimaging modalities, we provided compelling 511 evidence in outlining a possible circuit encompassing the precuneus and its mnemonic 512 midbrain neighbor the hippocampus at the service of realizing our meta-awareness upon 513 memory recollection of episodic details. 
